
HANGING INSTRUCTIONS FOR SOURCE ONE NATURALS 

Wall preparation
Proper wall preparation is essential. Our wallcoverings can be applied to almost any properly prepared wall surface 
in sound condition. They must be smooth, clean, dry, free of mildew, grease and stains. Apply a stain killing primer if 
needed.

Old wallcoverings and calcimine must be removed and enamel surfaces should be dulled by sanding and sealed.
All surfaces must be properly prepared using a professional latex based primer, such as Roman’s R-35. Oil based 
products should be avoided.

Adhesive & wallcovering must be room temperature for at least 24 hours (not less than 55°), prior to and during the 
installation.

Size walls with same paste (Shurestick 111 or similar) you use to install, size 100% of surface and let it dry complete 
before installing 1. strip. This will give you good tack for installation.

Important note for Application
Examine material to ensure correct product before cutting. All rolls should be numbered, material must be cut and 
installed in numeric sequence, lowest to highest.

Inspect installation after applying no more than three (3) strips. Obtain approval before proceeding. The manufacturer 
is not responsible for claims beyond the initial three (3) strips.

Use strips in exact order as they are cut from roll. Fill in over doors and windows as you come to them with strips cut 
in consecutive order from the roll.

Paste one piece at a time, soak 5 to 8 minutes then proceed with installation. After 3 panels, examine and inspect 
material and installation. If at any time, during the installation a discrepancy occurs, stop, contact the designer or 
manufacturer before proceeding.

Paste
Use only heavy-duty clay based paste such as “Shurestick 111” or similar.

Tools
Use a soft brush or smoothing blade of fexible plastic designed for fabrics for smoothing and removing air pockets.

Do not use a pasting machine when hanging this product.

Cleaning
Special care should be taken to avoid any paste from getting on to the face of the material.
If any paste gets on the material, immediately remove with soft moist rag and dry moisture with dry towel. When wiping 
this material, there will be a slight residue of the finish coming off. The object is, to due a minimum of wiping so not 
to change the finish of the product.

*****Take special care not to get anything on the face of material***********
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